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Measuring RMB Integration and Interruption in the Chinese
Economic Area: Tests Using Data from Onshore and Offshore
Markets
Abstract
Taiwan has had an offshore renminbi (RMB) market on the basis of a cross-strait MOU
since September 1, 2014. The RMB markets in the so-called Chinese Economic Area
have been completed. Due to political and economic disruptions, whether the three
RMB markets are integrated remains in doubt. This paper evaluates integration and
interruption of the RMB markets by comparing the traditional approach and the sigmaconvergence (or log t) test. The latter provides a more precise indication for market
return convergence than does the traditional unit root test. Policy implications to
support monetary and financial stability in this area are provided.
JEL Classifications: F33, F34, F37.
Keywords: renminbi (RMB) offshore markets, global financial crises, sigmaconvergence test, CNY, CNH, CNT.
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1. Introduction
On August 31, 2012, Taiwan and mainland China signed the Cross-Strait Currency
Settlement Cooperation MOU that established the basic principles and cooperative
framework of a currency clearing mechanism for the two sides of the Taiwan Strait.
This was a major milestone for cross-strait financial cooperation (Central Bank of
Taiwan 2012, 2013). Following Hong Kong’s example, Taiwan established an offshore
renminbi (RMB) market with exchange rates and interbank loan rates on the basis of
that MOU on September 1, 2014. The three RMB markets and the relevant interbank
loan rates in mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan are determined CNY with
SHIBOR, CNH with HIBOR, and CNT with TAIBOR. At that point, the RMB markets
in the so-called Chinese Economic Area were completed. 1
1F

Nevertheless, the markets were not perfect or fully integrated. Although RMB
internationalization should be an excellent opportunity for Taiwan’s financial
development, it also has been a national security concern since mainland China’s
monetary policy can affect Taiwan’s financial stability. Taiwan’s political affairs, e.g.,
the 2016 Taiwan election, which lent support to independence, could reduce reliance on

CNY is an acronym of the onshore RMB, and CNH and CNT indicate offshore RMB/USD exchange
rates in Hong Kong and Taiwan, respectively. In this paper the Chinese Economic Area includes
mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan.
1
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the Chinese economy. Postponing of the Cross-strait Service Trade Agreement has also
impeded further financial integration. Thus, market segmentation continues due to
regulations imposed by the governments of Taiwan and mainland China.

The second issue for market integration is interruptions from economic shocks,
such as the aftermath of the global financial crises, the EU sovereign debt problem since
2010, mainland China’s stock market crash and RMB exchange rate reform in 2015,
controls on capital outflows since 2017, and the US-China trade war since 2018. Table
1 shows that RMB movements’ effects on Asian currencies have grown stronger
(Fratzscher & Mehl, 2014; Shu et al., 2015; Subramanian & Kessler, 2013; Arslanalp
et al., 2016), and the RMB has become a key driver of emerging Asian countries,
particularly after the global financial crisis of 2007-08 (Fratzscher & Mehl, 2014;
Subramanian & Kessler, 2013). This phenomenon is referred to as “China’s dominance
hypothesis” (Fratzscher & Mehl, 2014). An IMF report (Arslanalp et al. 2016) warns
that market spillovers from mainland China might increase, through both trade and
financial linkages. Economies most likely to be affected by mainland China’s financial
spillovers are those with strong trade links with mainland China, especially Singapore,
Korea, and Taiwan due to their strong financial connections with mainland China.

[Table 1]
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Furthermore, other emerging RMB markets in London, Seoul, and Singapore, also
would like to issue varieties of RMB financial products. In contrast, as Table 2 indicates,
with an accumulated 300 billion RMB deposit pool due to its close trade links with
mainland China, Taiwan can only be a pure RMB provider to earn the spreads from
mainland China and other financial centers due to domestic restrictions. Furthermore,
there is no a bilateral currency swap agreement to support Taiwan’s RMB market. As
the world’s eighth most actively traded currency, the RMB has a 4% share of OTC
foreign exchange turnover. The increased RMB share was primarily due to a significant
expansion of offshore RMB trading (Bank of International Settlements, 2016).

[Table 2]

The above political and economic interruptions would restrict RMB market
integration. Figure 1 shows 1-year SHIBOR, HIBOR and TAIBOR, which indicate
divergence between SHIBOR and the other two offshore RMB markets, which could
lead to failure of financial integration. From 2014 to 2017, several economic shocks
occurred, such as mainland China’ stock market crash and RMB exchange rate reform
in 2015, the stock exchange circuit breaker mechanism in 2016, and controls on capital
outflows since 2017. Although these shocks may not have a huge impact on SHIBOR
due to government control, HIBOR and TAIBOR were sensitive to these shocks. This
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implies that HIBOR and TAIBOR have strong connections with mainland China,
whereas SHIBOR is under strict control and cannot fluctuate freely. Nevertheless,
interest rates cannot precisely measure return convergence (if exchange rate revaluation
is included), spillovers from recent economic and political shocks, causality of the
markets, or impacts on Taiwan’s monetary and financial stability.

Thus the

conventional approach may not be appropriate to evaluate RMB market integration.

[Figure 1]

Most existing studies measure market integration by either de jure or de facto
measures. De jure measures are proxies for the prerequisites that lead to financial
market integration and concern the restrictions on capital flow. De facto measures
provide more valuable information and are more suitable for gauging market
information (Yao et al. 2018), as discussed below. Ren et al. (2018) investigate linkages
among the onshore-offshore exchange rate differential, interest rate spreads, and Hong
Kong’s RMB deposits.

Interest rates are an important variable in RMB

internationalization, and foreign exchange intervention has a significant and positive
effect on the exchange rate differential. Feng & Zhang (2016) find a significant
volatility spillover between the offshore and onshore RMB markets prior to June 2013,
and the direction of spillover from CNY to CNH is stronger than the reverse. The
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offshore RMB interest rate has been an independent system that is not determined by
onshore markets. Using a specialized microstructure data set, Cheung & Rime (2014)
find that the offshore CNH exchange rate has an increasing impact on the onshore CNY
rate, and significant predictive power for the official RMB central parity rate. Funke et
al. (2015) use extended GARCH models and explore factors driving the pricing
differential between onshore and offshore exchange rates. They suggest that during the
early stage of offshore market development, the expansion of liquidity and the
deepening of offshore markets may facilitate the integration of onshore and offshore
markets.

On the basis of Phillips & Sul (2007) and Lin & Yeh (2016, 2017), this paper
addresses the following three research areas.

First, existing studies have limited investigation of CNY onshore and CNH
offshore markets, and this study is the first to include the CNT offshore market. We use
the log t test by Phillips & Sul (2007) to provide a more precise determination for
convergence of the RMB markets than the traditional unit root test. We measure the
damage of RMB market integration since the endorsement of the MOU between Taiwan
and mainland China in 2014 to point towards a means to improve RMB market
integration. Although theoretically it is not a problem to include other RMB markets
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outside the Chinese Economic Area, it is not currently possible due to limited data on
interbank loan rates in Singapore, Seoul, London and the U.S.

Second, we would like to confirm whether political and economic shocks have
affected RMB market integration since 2014. To support Taiwan’s national security,
we find evidence on whether mainland China’s financial dynamics can be transmitted
to Taiwan via the offshore RMB market.

Finally, some policy implications are presented based on the empirical results,
indicating some supporting measures that need to be revised or strengthened. Our
empirical tests indicate RMB market divergence has been caused by shocks since 2014.
Thus governmental actions are needed to reduce divergence due to political changes
and the possibility of mainland China’s economic recession.

This paper makes two contributions to the existing literature. First, as mentioned
above, our study is the first to include the CNT offshore market. Second, since both
mainland China’s interbank offered interest rates and exchange rates are influenced by
government policy, the conventional approach to investigate levels of return
convergence would be inappropriate. Thus the sigma-convergence test is applied to
measure co-movement of the RMB returns according to the viewpoint of volatility, i.e.
the convergence of return dispersion. That is, the level values may be different from
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each other due to various restrictions or national risks, but spillover effects can be seen
through the volatility of RMB returns.

Our results show that RMB markets in the Chinese Economic Area are integrated
according to the log t test, while there is no evidence of return convergence by the
conventional approach. Then RMB onshore and offshore market return converge under
the sub-sample before mainland China’s stock market crash in 2015, implying that the
integration of onshore and offshore markets facilitated the early stage of offshore
market development. Moreover, RMB market convergence has not been affected by
Taiwan’s “New Southbound Policy” that seeks to decrease reliance on the Chinese
economy, following the 2016 change in Taiwan’s political party in power.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents and explains our modeling
approach. Section 3 uses the log t test to show the degree of convergence of RMB
markets between Taiwan, Hong Kong and the Chinese mainland under various shocks
since 2014. Section 4 concludes with findings of this paper and provides policy
suggestions.

2. The Model
Convergence of the RMB market returns can indicate the degree of long-run regional
RMB market integration, as well as asymmetric reactions to shocks in the economies.
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In this paper we measure convergence by the interbank loan rates minus the expected
RMB devaluations according to the uncovered interest parity (UIP). The conventional
approach applies the use of unit-root tests for UIP based on single equations, and it also
accepts the rejection of the unit-root hypothesis as supporting evidence for financial
integration (Obstfeld & Taylor, 2002; Goldberg et al., 2003; Ferreira & León-Ledesma,
2007). Due to the low power of single equation tests, panel tests have been applied to
examine the unit-root hypothesis.

In short, rejecting the unit-root hypothesis of the conventional approach implies
neither that the RMB returns across countries converge to a return nor that the
dispersion of returns decreases over time. Thus the existing evidence for market
integration is not conclusive. For the EU case, Ehrmann et al. (2011) study the
convergence of European bond markets from 1993 to 2008, finding substantial
convergence of interest rate levels in response to major macroeconomic announcements.
Eliminating exchange rate risk and adopting a common monetary policy were the
primary drivers of bond market convergence in the euro area.

Phillips & Sul (2007) show that the above hypothesis is to test the sigmaconvergence test (or log t test), which indicates the variance convergence of the crosssectional returns over time. If various market returns can be decomposed to the
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multiplication of a common and idiosyncratic component, then an alternative strategy
for testing return convergence is to examine if an idiosyncratic component, such as risk
premium, converges. This provides a more precise indication for return convergence
than does the traditional unit root test. Moreover, there are several advantages to the
test by Phillips & Sul (2007), including not being subject to the choice of a reference
country, not relying on any particular assumptions concerning trend stationarity or
stochastic non-stationarity series, and more being appropriate to examine market
integration across countries in cases with heterogeneous time-varying risk premiums
across countries. For instance, Lin & Yeh (2016, 2017) measure the damage of financial
crises on EMU’s financial integration, by adopting the log t test on real interest rate
convergence. Borsi & Metiu (2015) also adopt the log t test to investigate real income
per capita convergence between 27 EU countries from 1970 to 2010. There is no overall
real income per capita convergence in the EU, but club convergence exists in the Central
and Eastern European countries and the older EU members.
The model of this paper is based mainly on Phillips & Sul (2007) but revised to
explain the three RMB markets. With risk-averse investors, the hold of uncovered
interest parity (UIP) implies that interest-rate differentials equal the sum of the expected
depreciation rate of domestic currency and a time-varying risk premium:

i j ,t − it* = Et ( s j ,t +1 − s j ,t ) +  j ,t +1 ,

(1)
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where s j ,t is the log of the nominal exchange rate (domestic currencies per US dollar,
e.g., subscript j means CNY, CNH and CNT); i j ,t and it* denote domestic (e.g.,
subscript j represents SHIBOR, HIBOR and TAIBOR) and interest rates of a foreign
country (the U.S is defined), respectively; Et(.) denotes a conditional expectation based
on the information set at time t; and  j ,t is the time-varying risk premium. Flood &
Marion (2000) point out that the time-varying risk premium  j ,t depends on the
measure of investors’ risk aversion, expected currency risk, and worldwide relative
holdings of domestic and foreign bonds. In other words, the risk premium reflects the
relative risk of holding domestic and foreign assets.
Based on Equation (1), this work derives the relationship between the three RMB
markets as follows:
e
e
e
rCNY
,t − CNY ,t +1 = rCNH ,t − CNH ,t +1 = rCNT ,t − CNT ,t +1 ,

(2)

where rje,t = i j ,t − Et st +1 , in which  is the first difference operator. If investors are
risk neutral, and the risk premium is zero, then Equation (2) degenerates to the standard
UIP model in the expectation form
e
e
e
rCNY
,t = rCNH ,t = rCNT ,t ,

(3)

The realization of UIP implies that international trade barriers are removed, so the
asset market and goods market are integrated.
Conventional literature evaluates validity by testing the stationarity of return
differentials given that returns rje,t are I (1) and the risk premium is stationary.
Obviously, rejecting the unit-root hypothesis with an ADF statistic implies neither that
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returns converge to the same level in the long run nor that return differentials converge
to a common mean. Moreover, rejecting the joint unit-root hypothesis with a panel
unit-root test implies the series under investigation could mix with the I (1) and I (0)
series. If the common factor diverges faster than the convergence of idiosyncratic
components, the return differentials may retain non-stationary characteristics. An
alternative strategy to examine the convergence of returns is to test their sigma
convergence, which is equivalent to testing whether the dispersion of returns across
countries declines over time (Phillips & Sul, 2007). This is a rigorous test for return
convergence, and hence rejecting the hypothesis that the unit root does not imply sigmaconvergence (Pesaran, 2007). The approach by Phillips & Sul (2007) assumes that the
series converge relatively over time when the time series share the same stochastic or
deterministic trend elements in the long run. To capture convergent behavior in panel
data that do not involve stochastic or divergent deterministic trends, Kong et al. (2019)
introduce the notion of weak sigma-convergence. The macroeconomic data usually
contain systematic factors, so Phillips & Sul (2007) approach will be more suitable in
this study.
Assume rj ,t is decomposed into a time-varying return of systematic risk,  j ,t t ,
and the return of idiosyncratic risk, a j ,t , so

r j , t = a j , t +  j , t t ,

(4)

where t is the systematic risk factor for returns, and  j ,t is time varying factor loading
coefficients that capture the individual effects on systematic risk. The systematic risk
factor can be measured by the cross-sectional mean of returns, rt , which is an I (1)
process based on our data. Hence, the systematic risk factor also is an I (1) process. To
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separate the common component from idiosyncratic components, the return is rewritten as:

 a j ,t

rj ,t = 
+  j , t  t ,
 t


(5)

Since t follows an I (1) process, the term a j ,t t converges to zero in the long
run. According to Equation (5), this paper decomposes a return into two components:

r j , t = b j , t t ,

(6)

 a j ,t

+  j ,t  is an idiosyncratic component, depending on the currencywhere b j ,t  
 t

specific risk premium, the inter-temporal marginal rate of substitution or the financial
regulations of market j. Based on Equation (6), return differentials are given as follows:
rj ,t − rk ,t = (b j ,t − bk ,t ) t ,

where b j ,t − bk ,t

(7)

is the relative risk premium between market j and k. Financial

integration implies that the idiosyncratic risk in different assets converges
asymptotically. That is, the idiosyncratic components b j ,t and bk ,t converge to some
common b as t →  , implying that financial integration holds. However, the common
factor t is non-stationary. When the speed of divergence for the common factor is
faster than that of the convergence of the idiosyncratic components, the return
differentials may retain non-stationary characteristics. Conventional co-integration
tests will have low power to detect asymptotic co-movement of the idiosyncratic
components.

Therefore, it is worth examining if convergence holds for the

idiosyncratic component ( b j ,t ) instead of the mixture of idiosyncratic and common
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components ( rj ,t ). Phillips & Sul (2007) provide the log t test to examine the
convergence of b j ,t .
The convergence of returns holds if b j ,t → b for j = 1,..., N , which means there is
a common trend in returns and the common trend, bt , can be either stochastic or
deterministic.
To design a statistical test for convergence, Phillips & Sul (2007) adopt a semiparametric approach and assume the following general form for the loading coefficient
𝑏𝑗,𝑡

b j , t = b j +  j ,t  j ,t ,  j , t =

j
, t  1,  j  0 for all j,
L (t ) t

where α is the decay rate; 𝐿(𝑡) is the slowly varying function; and 𝐿(𝑡) → ∞, as 𝑡 →
∞. When b j = b for all j, the null hypothesis of convergence is the weak inequality
constraint 𝛼 ≥ 0. The conditions for convergence in the model can be characterized as
plim 𝑏𝑗,𝑡+𝑘 = 𝑏 if and only if 𝑏𝑗 = 𝑏, and 𝛼 ≥ 0,
𝑘→∞

plim 𝑏𝑗,𝑡+𝑘 ≠ 𝑏 if and only if 𝑏𝑗 ≠ 𝑏, or 𝛼 < 0,
𝑘→∞

There is no restriction on α under divergence when 𝑏𝑗 ≠ 𝑏. However, the case of
divergence with 𝑏𝑗 ≠ 𝑏 and 𝛼 ≥ 0 may be of substantial interest, since it allows for the
possibility of local convergence to multiple equilibria. This case is important in
empirical applications where there is evidence of club convergence.
Further, to examine the joint hypothesis of return convergence,
𝐻0 : 𝑏𝑗 = 𝑏 and 𝛼 ≥ 0, against the alternative hypothesis of no return convergence in at
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least one market, 𝐻𝐴 : 𝑏𝑗 ≠ 𝑏 for all j, or 𝛼 < 0.
The common factor t is unknown and could not be detected, but it may be
removed by dividing the cross-section mean of returns

h j ,t =

r j ,t
N −1  j =1 rj ,t
N

=

b j ,t
N −1  j =1 b j ,t
N

.

By dividing the cross-sectional mean of rj ,t , the relative transition coefficient, h j ,t ,
is derived, which removes the systemic components. In addition, h j ,t converges to
unity under the null of convergence.

Since h j ,t converges to unity for the null

convergence, it is expected that the cross-sectional variance of h j ,t decreases over time
if the null is true.
1

The cross-sectional variance of h j ,t , Ht, is derived by 𝐻𝑡 =

2

∑𝑁 ( h j ,t − 1) . The log t regression model is constructed by regressing log Ht and
𝑁 𝑗=1
some corrected term, such as log (log t) or log H1, on log t. The log t regression model
of Phillips & Sul (2007) is shown as Equation (8)

log

H1
− 2 log ( log t ) = 0 + 1 log t + ut ,
Ht

−1
for t = T0 ,..., T , where H t = N

 (h

(8)

j =1

− 1) . The long-run convergence of returns
2

N

j ,t

is rejected if 1 is significantly negative. Data for this regression starts at T0 = cT  for
some c  0 . Phillips & Sul (2007) suggest c  [0.2, 0.3] is a satisfactory choice in
terms of both size and power. The fitted coefficient of log t is ξ̂1 = 2α
̂, where α
̂ is the
estimate of α in 𝐻0 .

The long-run convergence of returns is rejected if 1 is

significantly negative.
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Under the null hypothesis of convergence, the cross-sectional variance of variables
under investigation decreases over time, so the convergence test is also called the
sigma-convergence test. Phillips & Sul (2007) also demonstrate that removing cyclical
components from the data improves the finite sample size and power of the tests. The
Hodrick-Prescott filter is widely used in macroeconomics to separate the cyclical
component of a time series from raw data. It is used to obtain a smoothed non-linear
representation of a time series that is more sensitive to long-term than to short-term
fluctuations. The current study also adopts the Hodrick-Prescott trend of rj ,t in order
to construct ht . The frequency of our data is daily, and the parameter λ is suggested to
be from 10000 to 108. The parameter λ in the HP filter is set to 106 in our study.

3. Empirical Results
We mainly focus on integration and spillovers between the two offshore (CNT and CNH)
and the CNY onshore markets. As mentioned above, it is not possible to include other
RMB markets outside the Chinese Economic Area due to data limitations of interbank
loan rates. The data of the RMB markets from September 1 2014 to December 20 2018
are from WIND. 2 We use this date as the starting point because the beginning day of
2F

The data of RMB markets retrieved from WIND is from September 1 2014 to December 20 2018. The
RMB market return is equal to nominal interest rate minus the one-year forward expected depreciation
of exchange rates, therefore the market return of our sample ranges from September 1 2014 to December
20 2017.
2
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CNT, though the other two markets started earlier. Our dataset comprises daily data.
When trying to make various sample periods according the events, we use the Chow
test to evaluate the options, and the results of the log t test and club convergence do not
change substantially. Details are available on request, and this research could be easily
expanded by revising the data.

3.1 Traditional unit root, co-integration and causality tests
Table 3 shows the traditional tests, including unit root, co-integration and Granger
causality, whose drawbacks have been described above. But these are to be compared
with the sigma-convergence test, since the main focus of this paper to determine the
degree of RMB market integration.

[Table 3]

Nevertheless, traditional tests still show some interesting points to consider the
issues. First of all, weak evidence to support co-integration (except the 1-month data)
cannot confirm integration of the RMB markets in the Chinese Economic Area. This
means a more powerful tool is needed to verify this point. The Granger causality test
confirms the return relationship between Hong Kong and Taiwan, but there is no strong
evidence to confirm mainland China’s policy impact on Taiwan’s RMB market. In
contrast, the markets of Hong Kong and Taiwan, with their greater degrees of freedom
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are closely related to each other. Therefore, a more precise approach, such as the sigmaconvergence test, is needed.

3.2 Sigma-convergence test in different sample periods
In this subsection the full sample sigma-convergence test is run first, and then the test
is redone by separating the full sample into various periods according to important
political and economic events. Compared with the co-integration test, the sigmaconvergence test is better able to find evidence of financial integration, so it is more
appropriate to examine return convergence to determine whether these events have
interrupted market integration since 2014.

Furthermore, the possibility of club

convergence is also explored to investigate reasons for failure of financial integration.
Note that the log t model combines all the individual series into one cross-sectional
variance and determines the convergence of the variance. Therefore, the number of the
sample countries does not affect the power of the test.

Figure 2 shows the cross-sectional variance of the relative transition coefficient,

H t , in 2014-2017. Note that it indicates market volatility by considering trends rather
than comparing the absolute values, so that the negative (positive) slope of H t
indicates less (more) volatility and integration of the markets.

[Figure 2]
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We therefore can observe the RMB market integration chronologically. At the
beginning of the RMB markets in Chinese Economic Area, the cross-sectional variance

H t falls rapidly. It goes into a valley and then turns to increase after mainland China’s
stock market crash and the “811” exchange rate reform in the mid-2015. In 2016Q1,
mainland China’s government abruptly implemented a stock deal circuit breaker in
order to decrease stock price volatility. However, Figure 2 shows this measure had an
opposite effect and stock prices became more volatile if investors believed the deals
would stop. Also in 2016, mainland China’s outbound merger and acquisition activity
reached $221 billion, soaring by 246 percent (PwC, 2017) as technology, consumer
products and media and entertainment transactions attracted very large investment.
Therefore, H t falls in the beginning of 2016 and then turns to increase. Beginning in
2017Q1 the Chinese government imposed capital outflow restrictions to combat
corruption, so H t began to fall again.

The log t test, as shown in Table 4, investigates whether the cross-sectional
variance increases over time. In the full sample case of Column 1, return convergence
among the three RMB markets does exist in 2014-2017 because 1 is positive when
parameter c is from 0.24 to 0.3. That is, we can say the RMB markets in the Chinese
Economic Area have been integrated under some conditions despite several internal and
external shocks. Note that in the modeling c is the fraction that the data for regression
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starts from, so the interval above should be empirically reasonable.

[Table 4]

To check the above full sample results, in Column 2 we extract the sample from
September 1 of 2014 to June 30 of 2015. Data for time period imply relative tranquility
after the global tsunami and the first European debt crisis and before the onset of the
second European debt and mainland China’s stock crash. The values of 1 are all
positive and return convergence is proved. The results of Columns 1 and 2 coincide
with the past findings that indicate significant spillover between offshore and onshore
markets, but the influence weakens after the exchange rate reform (Funke et al., 2015;
McCauley & Shu, 2018).

To check the impact of a series of internal and external shocks since the mid-2015,
in Column 3 we extend the subsample to May 20 2016 and return convergence is
rejected. The ending point May 20 2016 is the date for changeover of Taiwanese
political power, which adopted the so-called “New Southbound Policy” to reduce
economic reliance on mainland China. In addition to foreign economic events (e.g., the
second European debt crisis), the Chinese stock market turbulence began in June 2015.
One third of the value of A-shares on the Shanghai Stock Exchange was lost within one
month. The Chinese government accordingly reduced interest rates and undertook
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several measures that caused Chinese stocks to begin increasing substantially in midJuly. The 811 exchange rate reform in 2015 also made the CNY depreciate by 4%. The
contraction of overall offshore liquidity pool increased Hong Kong offshore RMB
financing costs, and the interest rate spreads between the onshore and offshore markets
widened gradually. The above economic and political shocks enlarged the return
differentials of the RMB markets (HKEX, 2017).

Although return convergence in Column 3 is rejected, “club convergence” may
exist. The clustering algorithm of Phillips and Sul (2007) can be used to investigate
whether club convergence exists in Table 5. For the subsample in Column 3 of Table
4, no club convergence exists among the three RMB markets. This implies the events
in 2015-16 had a strong negative impact on the integration of the RMB markets. The
three RMB markets were fully divergent after a series of shocks after mid-2015 and
then recovered gradually. Taiwan’s attempt to reduce reliance on the Chinese economy
seems unsuccessful by comparing Table 5 and Columns 1 and 3 in Table 4. This is
because Column 3 (before Taiwan’s political power change) implies divergence but
Column 1 (full sample) indicates convergence, indicating that Taiwan’s diversification
effort did not stop integration of the RMB markets.

[Table 5]
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We summarize the main points above as follows: (1) From the beginning of the
CNT to the end of 2017, integration of the three RMB markets was possible; (2) a series
of shocks in 2015-16 seriously interrupted RMB market integration; (3) Taiwan’s
diversification policy to decrease reliance on the Chinese economy may have had
limited effects on RMB market integration.

3.3 Impact of global factors
Economies most likely to be affected by mainland China’s financial spillovers are those
with strong trade links with mainland China, as well as Taiwan and Hong Kong due to
their strong financial links (Arslanalp et al., 2016). Taiwan-China exchanges have
increased since 1987, but the US economy still has a significant impact on the financial
markets of Taiwan and Hong Kong. One issue related to US and mainland China’s
trade competition is which country has the most influence on the three RMB markets.
This subsection investigates the return convergence by including US monetary policy
(e.g. US Treasury Bill Rate, TBR hereafter), as well as the global factor (e.g. LIBOR)
for comparison. Note that data on public RMB interbank interest rates in US and UK
is not available. To evaluate the impact of international capital mobility on the RMB
returns, we use TBR and LIBOR as proxy of US and global factors due to their roles of
the benchmark interest rate at which major global lend to one another.

Further

exploration will be possible if more complete RMB interbank loan market data is
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available in the future.
Thus there are five series in our log t test to determine if the two RMB offshore
markets converge to either onshore CNY or the traditional financial centers. As shown
in Figure 3, the cross-sectional variance decreased since 2014, perhaps due to reduced
impact of the global financial tsunami. The variance increased slightly again in 2016Q3
and then decreased in 2017Q1, following the Chinese government’s capital outflow
restrictions to limit corruption.
[Figure 3]

Following the same principle in Table 4, the log t test in Table 6 shows slightly
different results. The return convergence is demonstrated in the subsample of 20142016 (Column 3) and the full sample of 2014-2017 (Column 1). Thus from a global
perspective, international financial integration in the Chinese Economic Area remains
after the global tsunami and various regional shocks. In general, global financial factors
might still dominate the RMB markets.

[Table 6]

But the reason that return convergence is rejected in Column 2 of Table 6 should
be clarified. By applying the clustering algorithm from Phillips & Sul (2007) in Table
7, the return of CNY, CNT and CNH converge, while LIBOR and TBR are independent
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in 2014-2015. This result is consistent with Table 4 even though the periods are slightly
different, so the impact of the global financial tsunami and the European debt problem
might remain after the two global factors are included. When the Euro-American
financial centers were disrupted by the financial crises, RMB markets had the chance
to converge as a group, indicating mainland China’s rising financial strength.

[Table 7]

4. Concluding Remarks
As the world’s second largest economy, China’s financial development also increases
uncertainty about its impact on global financial markets, including volatility of equity
prices, exchange rates, and bond yields. The strict controls on RMB exchange rates and
capital flows, on the one hand, raise concern about adverse manifestations as the
“beggar-thy-neighbor” effect. On the other hand, these controls might also limit the
spillover effects transmitted through financial channels to the rest of the world.

Most recent research on mainland China’s growing influence on East Asian
markets, indicates that mainland China’s regional influence is increasingly transmitted
through financial channels. The means of financial spillover from mainland China,
including trade, financial and commodity price channels. With similar trade patterns
and implicitly coordinated policies, Asian countries and China are moving toward
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integration.

This study investigates whether the RMB return convergence holds according to a
long-term UIP, which would imply integration between RMB onshore and offshore
markets. There is evidence of mainland China’s financial linkages with RMB markets
in Hong Kong and Taiwan, but the results also imply that mainland China’s growing
influence has not yet reached the levels of traditional financial centers, consistent with
the literature. Note that our sample period is from the start of CNT in 2014 to the end
of 2017. It is not a problem to renew the data to analyze the impact of the US-China
trade dispute on the RMB market integration.

Opportunities could arise from China’s rebalancing and the recent US-China trade
dispute, as some lower-income countries (e.g., Vietnam and Cambodia) have benefitted
from China’s move up the value chain or as China increases its investments abroad.
However, for countries such as Taiwan with close trade and financial links to mainland
China, Hong Kong, and the US, policy buffers could be used to mitigate these risks and
build resilience, discharging macroeconomic support measures judiciously.

As

Arslanalp et al. (2016) indicates, macro-prudential policies and structural reform
agendas have been proposed to safeguard financial stability and to diversify growth
sources to reduce reliance on mainland China. Taiwan could employ the former,
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especially if volatile asset prices lead to substantial capital outflows or greater
vulnerabilities, such as those in the corporate sector. Furthermore, structural reform
may be effective, especially to diversify sources of growth by means such as promoting
the services sector to reduce reliance on cross-strait trade, or developing closer links
with countries outside the Chinese Economic Area.
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Figure 1. 1-year RMB Interbank Loan Rates: SHIBOR, HIBOR, and TAIBOR

Note : The vertical and horizontal axes are percentage and time, respectively.
Source: WIND
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Figure 2. Cross Section Variance of the Relative Transition Coefficients of Three
RMB Market Returns.
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Figure 3. Cross Section Variance of the Relative Transition Coefficients of
Returns for the Three RMB Markets, LIBOR and the US TBR
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Table 1. Research about China’s influence on Asian markets
Author
Transmission Channel
China’s trade pattern is quite similar to ASEAN’s, and
their policies are already implicitly coordinated. This
Branson & Healy (2005)
means that ASEAN and China are already moving
toward integration in practical effect.
China’s capacity to both transmit and originate real
shocks is rising. Significant positive effects on
others’ output and trade require a comprehensive
IMF (2011)
transformation that reduces China’s household and
corporate savings rates and raises depressed factor
prices.
Asian economies share a strong region-specific
business cycle. Policy responses showed a high
He & Liao (2012)
degree of synchronization across the economies over
the period.
China’s influence is transmitted through financial
Shu, He & Cheng (2015) linkages including its exchange rate movements and
monetary policy.
No asset market is immune to economic and financial
developments in China; effects are felt most acutely
in foreign exchange and equity markets. Countries
Mwase et al. (2016)
most affected are those with deeper trade with China,
especially Asian countries integrated in the global
supply chain, commodity exporters, and emerging
markets with weaker fundamentals.
Financial spillovers from China to regional markets
are increasing, particularly in equity and foreign
exchange markets, and are stronger for economies
Arslanalp et al. (2016)
with greater trade linkages with China. Major equity
markets in Asia are increasingly influenced by
China’s equity market, although not yet to the level of
the US influence.
Source: Authors’ compilation.
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Table 2. Selected RMB Markets (bil. RMB)
Hong Kong
Taiwan

Singapore

London

Seoul

Transaction share

71%

2.6%

5.1%

5.3%

2.8%

RMB deposit

851.1

319.4

225.0

20.0

30.2

RMB bond

68.7

31.2

12.7

10.0

-

RQFII

270

100

100

80

80

Currency swap

400

-

300

350

360

Source: SWIFT, central banks’ information till 2015.
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Table 3. Summary for Unit Root, Co-integration, and Granger Causality Tests
1-month
Augmented Dickey–Fuller test
rCNY (since Oct.16, 2006)
rCNH (since Jun.24, 2013)
rCNT (since Sep.01, 2014)

-2.27
2.29
1.02

3-month

6-month

1-year

-0.66
1.37
1.43

0.93
1.39
1.09

-0.85
0.60
0.92

Co-integration test 2
Trace
Maximum Eigenvalue

0.10 ***
0.10 ***

0.06
0.06

0.06
0.06

0.05
0.05

Granger causality test
rCNK → rCNY

0.76

0.13

0.04

0.26

rCNT → rCNY

0.50

0.05

0.01

0.25

rCNY → rCNH

5.58 *

5.22 *

3.04

2.92

6.87 **

5.35*

0.77

4.40

9.73

rCNT → rCNH

19.87 ***

rCNY → rCNT

3.65

4.28

rCNH → rCNT

5.97 *

2.08

21.19***

Note:
1. *, **, *** imply significance at the 10%, 5%, 1% level, respectively.
2. The Johansen co-integration test statistics is based on the hypothesis of zero
cointegration equation.
Source: Authors’ computation.
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Table 4. Results of the log t Test on Three RMB Market Returns
2014/09/01
2014/09/01
2014/09/01
~2017/12/20
~2015/6/30
~2016/5/20
1 (t-stat.)
1 (t-stat.)
1 (t-stat.)
C
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.30
Note:

-0.94
-0.89
-0.82
-0.68
-0.48
-0.25
0.04
0.31
0.53
0.75
0.94

(-3.62)
(-4.27)
(-7.22)
(-8.07)
(-0.99)
(-0.30)
(0.04)
(0.44)
(0.93)
(1.76)
(2.86)

1.34
1.37
1.40
1.43
1.48
1.51
1.54
1.57
1.60
1.63
1.68

(55.41)
(63.93)
(73.70)
(84.78)
(103.67)
(117.34)
(131.15)
(144.12)
(155.07)
(162.80)
(163.81)

-1.65
-1.78
-1.95
-2.09
-2.27
-2.43
-2.63
-2.79
-3.01
-3.19
-3.42

(-6.68)
(-6.74)
(-6.83)
(-6.93)
(-7.08)
(-7.23)
(-7.47)
(-7.72)
(-8.10)
(-8.49)
(-9.12)

1. Column1: Full sample; Column 2: Before the 2015 stock market crash; Column3:
after 2015 stock market crash till 2016 Taiwan’s political power rotation.
2. This sample includes the SHIBOR, HIBOR, TAIBOR interest rates deduct from the
change of log CNY, CNH, CNY, respectively.
3. The log t regressions are based on Equation (8). None of these results can accept
the null hypothesis of return convergence.
4. Discarding some initial fraction of the time series data allows attention to be focused
on the more recent changes, especially when the sample size is larger. Based on the
simulation experience of Phillips and Sul (2007), c in the interval, 0.2 to 0.3, is a
satisfactory choice, in terms of size and power.
5. Results are based on the interbank offered interest rate of 1-year maturity. The
results of 1-month, 3-month and 6-month maturity are the same.
Source: Authors’ computation.
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Table 5. Results of Club Convergence on Three RMB Market Returns: The Case
of Column 3 in Table 4
log t
t-stat.
Countries or Regions
2014/09/01~2016/5/20
Club convergence

--

--

None

Independent trend

--

--

CNY, CNH, CNT

Source: Authors’ computation.
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Table 6. Results of the log t Test on Three RMB Market, LIBOR and the US TBR
Returns
2014/09/01
2014/09/01
2014/09/01
~2017/12/20
~2015/6/30
~2016/5/20
1 (t-stat.)
1 (t-stat.)
1 (t-stat.)
C
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.30

0.15
0.16
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.18
0.18
0.19
0.19
0.20
0.20

(3.10)
(3.12)
(3.14)
(3.17)
(3.21)
(3.24)
(3.29)
(3.34)
(3.38)
(3.43)
(3.48)

-0.27
-0.26
-0.26
-0.25
-0.25
-0.24
-0.24
-0.24
-0.23
-0.23
-0.22

(-34.99)
(-38.28)
(-41.82)
(-45.60)
(-51.67)
(-55.95)
(-60.37)
(-64.89)
(-69.43)
(-73.94)
(-80.45)

-0.01
-0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04

(-2.03)
(-1.52)
(0.14)
(5.18)
(7.75)
(5.91)
(4.72)
(4.16)
(3.72)
(3.51)
(3.36)

Note:
1. Time period definitions are the same as those in Table 4.
2. This sample includes the SHIBOR, HIBOR, TAIBOR interest rates deduct from the
change of log CNY, CNH, CNY, and also LIBOR deduct from the change of log
UK exchange rate and US Treasury Bill rate.
3. Log t regressions are based on Equation (8). None of these results can accept the
null hypothesis of return convergence.
4. Discarding some initial fraction of the time series data allows attention to be focused
on the more recent changes, especially when the sample size is larger. Based on the
simulation experience of Phillips and Sul (2007), c in the interval, 0.2 to 0.3, is a
satisfactory choice, in terms of size and power.
5. Results are based on the interbank offered interest rate of 1-year maturity. The
results of 1-month, 3-month and 6-month maturity are the same.
Source: Authors’ computation.
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Table 7. Results of Club Convergence on Three RMB Markets, LIBOR and the
US TBR Returns: The Case of Column 2 in Table 6
log t
t-stat.
Countries or Regions
2014/09/01~2015/6/30
Club convergence

1.43

(84.78)

CNY, CNH, CNT

Independent trends

--

--

LIBOR, TBR

Source: Authors’ computation.
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